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1 Abstract 
My Senior Honors Recital consisted of  the harp concerto Danses: Sacree et Profane by 
Claude Debussy, Viejo Zortico by Jesus Guridi, The Song ofthe Lark by Charles Rochester 
Young and Scintillation by Carlos Salzedo. All of these pieces were composed in the twentieth 
century. Each piece works a different aspect of a performer' s technique and utilizes different 
effects that can be produced on the harp. The audience was provided with program notes 
informing them about the pieces at the recital. Also included is an artist statement explaining the 
creative process of choosing to perform a recital. 
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3 Artist Statement 
Making the decision to perform a solo recital is a huge commitment. A student 
must commit to a specific date that works for their teacher, family, and friends while providing 
enough time to effectively prepare the music. It is an intimidating and exhilarating process to 
realize that everyone seated in the audience is there only for you. While there are many 
challenges that are faced leading up to and at the actual recital, the rewards and sense of 
accomplishment are worth the effort. 
So the first step is picking and beginning to prepare the repertoire. The first thing I pay 
attention to is "do I like how the piece sounds"? I will be preparing and practicing this piece for a 
little over two semesters so I would prefer to enjoy hearing myself play the notes. However, 
sometimes pieces are chosen for their technical and musical merit instead of simply personal 
preferences. I was very fortunate in that I enjoyed every piece that I decided to perform. I chose 
the Gliere Impromptu which features very large chords and beautiful melodic lines. El Viejo 
Zortico was very special to me because Jesus Guridi is a Basque composer. My father's heritage 
is mostly Basque and so being able to perform this piece would be a wonderful combination of 
my heritage and talent. Also, the piece is in an unusual time signature and had some very 
difficult rhythms. The Debussy Danses: Sacree et Profane is a gorgeous harp concerto that is a 
standard in the repertoire. I also personally enjoy performing Debussy as he really forces me to 
stretch my musical abilities and rhythmic accuracy. 
My teacher, Elizabeth Richter, suggested that I perform The Song ofthe Lark,  by Charles 
Rochester Young, because it is a chamber piece for harp and flute . I was intrigued by the idea, 
not only because I enjoy playing with flutists, but also because the second movement used a non­
traditional mute to create an interesting effect. As I have matured as a harpist, I have found that I 
4 really enjoy performing new music along with the standard repertoire. The final piece that I 
chose was Carlos Salzedo's Scintillation. Carlos Salzedo is the father of the technical style that I 
use and also a great contributor to harp repertoire. Salzedo also has a unique way of pushing a 
performer technically, musically, and rhythmically. I specifically chose Scintillation because it 
has very challenging footwork and I enjoy the effects of the rhythmic glissandi. 
Once the pieces were chosen the most challenging thing was to prepare them. Each piece 
posed a unique set of problems that must be overcome. The Debussy features parallel chord 
movement, which caused me as a harpist to focus on delaying my placement on the strings. If I 
return to the strings too quickly I will stop the notes that I have just sounded, causing the piece to 
sound choppy. If I wait too long then I am rhythmically inaccurate. So I had to practice to find 
the perfect balance so that I could succeed in performing the piece. The piece by Guridi was 
mostly challenging in a rhythmic way. I had to be careful to give full value to quarter notes in 
particular to make sure that I kept the piece strictly in 5/8. There was also the added challenge of 
a section that showcased the rhythm of  two against three. This particular rhythmic pattern was 
not new to me but the way in which the rhythm had to be fingered was new. Every piece has 
different fingerings and placings and this piece was no different. So the challenge was to learn 
the new fingering while keeping the rhythm even and in time with the music. 
Among the struggles of learning the music and memorizing it sometimes things 
do not work out as planned. In the fall of2012 while preparing my recital music I also auditioned 
for the American String Teachers Association competition in the senior category. It required that 
I perform Viejo Zortzico,  a Bach piece and then a solo of my choice. The recording was required 
to be sent in by November 12. I decided to go for the competition while preparing my recital 
music. This meant that I split my time between two pieces that I would not be performing on my 
5 senior recital because I had played them on my junior recital. So I memorized a Bach piece, 
finished Viejo Zortzico and brought back one of my favorite solos. Since I split my attention for 
two and a half months before the spring semester even started, Ms. Richter and I decided that we 
needed to cut a piece so that I could perform everything equally well. We decided together to cut 
the Gliere Impromptu because I have acquired the skill set I need to successfully perform this 
piece on my own. It has its own unique challenges but nothing so difficult that I could not teach 
this piece to myself at some time in the future. Scintillation,  Viejo Zortico,  Danses Sacree et 
Profane and Song ofthe Lark all have characteristics that required Ms. Richter's diligent 
attention to be sure that I was not cutting beats or making other mistakes. They each had a new 
technical aspect that made essential to have her wonderful expertise to help guide me to perform 
these pieces successfully. 
Scintillation posed many challenges because each section had a different obstacle to 
cross. There were sections that were simply rhythmically difficult or had lots of pedaling. There 
were sections that had challenges with the fingerings, pedals and dynamics. Honestly, every page 
was a challenge that I willingly chose to face. Those challenges, however, proved to be too much 
and I did not complete my goal of having the piece memorized by my recital date. It was not that 
the piece was too overly difficult, I just did not practice it the way that I should. I fell into the 
trap of thinking that I could conquer large sections of the piece in a brief amount of time.  By 
attempting to force the memorization in this way, I ultimately made the process take much longer 
than necessary. I attempted to multitask by learning the notes, and rhythms and memorizing the 
piece in chunks, sometimes as big as a whole page. This was incredibly counterproductive and I 
wasted about a month attempting to memorize it in such an incorrect way. I paid the price by 
using music in my actual performance. 
6 The final and most important step before the actual performance is the dress rehearsal. 
This is the first time that I was able to perform my entire recital in my dress and in the concert 
hall where I was actually performing. This is an essential step because Ms. Richter listens and 
can inform me if there are balance issues. Sursa Performance Hall is a wonderful place and as 
Ms. Richter listened to me play she informed me that I needed to emphasize my left hand a bit 
more. From my position on stage I can hear myself very well, but I have no idea what the 
audience can or cannot hear. This performance was also the first time I wore my dress as I 
performed my pieces and it worked very well. The dress rehearsal also helped to calm my nerves 
because it gave me a chance to visualize the final performance more clearly. 
Upon the day of the recital I was filled with nervous, excited energy. I am always 
incredibly nervous until I have performed the first piece successfully.  The first piece on my 
program was the Danses by Debussy and it was beautiful. The chords were clean and I was well 
connected with my accompanist, Emily Clarkson. The second movement had a few transitional 
problems on the last three pages but Emily and I recovered and finished strongly. I did discover, 
to my horror, that my dress had the capability of getting in the way of my pedals and that was 
alarming. Viejo Zortzico also went really well. I recovered gracefully from the tiny mistakes that 
I made and was filled with a wonderful successful energy. The crowd favorite was definitely my 
third piece, The Song ofthe Lark. The flute added a haunting melody that created a wonderful 
atmosphere that I duplicated on the harp. The second movement, with the muted sounds, was 
brilliant and fast and the third movement was very haunting. The audience absolutely adored the 
piece. Scintillation was an absolute adventure to perform. I had my page turns worked out so the 
piece was half by memory and half with music. It had so much energy and drive. My foot getting 
caught in my dress was a big problem during this piece but I compensated and made it work. 
7 There were some wrong pedals in the piece but the energy at which I performed covered the 
mistakes. It is atonal enough that no one who is unfamiliar with the piece would recognize that 
the pedals are incorrect. Ultimately, I ended the recital strongly with energy to spare. I was really 
happy with how I performed. 
In conclusion, no performances are ever perfect. There are many things that I learned 
about each piece that I will continue to work on so that I can perfect them. I will also take the 
skills I have learned from each piece and apply them to future repertoire. I am happy with every 
note that I played in the recital. I recognize that some mistakes are beyond my control and that I 
recovered from every mistake gracefully. I never fell apart or informed the audience that I was 
having any problems. Everyone enjoyed my performance and I look forward to working on new 
musIc. 
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Sursa Hall, 7:30 pm. 

Claude Debussy was an impressionist French composer who was born in  1862. He was a gifted 
pianist who incorporated musical styles from all around the world into his pieces. He especially 
employed parallel motion of chords and harmonies that moved away from traditional harmonic 
progressionsI. In 1904 Pleyel, a famous Parisian instrument firm, commissioned Debussy to 
write a  piece for their new instrument, the chromatic harp2. This harp is different from the 
modern double-action pedal harp because it utilizes two rows of strings to create the semi  tones. 
Therefore, instead of using pedals to create a C sharp or B flat, a harpist would simply pluck the 
correct string. Debussy composed the Danses: Sacree et Profane,  at the same time, that he was 
working on his orchestral work La Mer3. In the Danse Sacree the harp enters with gushing 
chords that move using parallel motion. The Danse Profane is written in the waltz meter of  ~ 
and Debussy quotes the major themes of the first movement. 
Viejo Zortzico is a Basque dance written in a 5/8 rhythm with dotted notes on beats two and four. 
I chose to perform this piece in honor of my Basque heritage. Jesus Guridi utilizes the unique 
meter of the zortico dance, and consistently throughout the melody line beats two and four are 
dotted
4
. This rhythm can sometimes be blurred by the underlying harmony but it is present 
throughout the entire piece. This piece has an ABA form. It begins in G major and the 
contrasting B section is in C minor. In the minor section Guridi utilizes the 2 against 3 feel to 
spice up the slower section and make it even more interesting for the listener. Guridi challenges 
the harpist both rhythmically and musically to develop the repeated A sections in interesting 
ways. 
The Song ofthe Lark is a trio of  pieces written by modern composer Charles Rochester Young. 
The pieces were inspired by a painting with the same title, by Jules Breton, on display at the Art 
Institute of Chicago. The scene is a woman working in a field who appears pleasantly charmed 
by the song of a lark seen in the distance. The painting has a certain simple, yet sincere, mood 
that makes the painting unique. The composer wrote these descriptions for each of  the three 
movements: 
The first movement, Song to the Waking Sun,  depicts the lark's song to the rising sun, 
providing the first light of day. The movement begins gently and gradually progresses into the 
lark's call by the flute. The movement then culminates with the ensuing sunrise and gradually 
recedes into silence, completing the form and establishing the sun's presence in the sky. 
1 Lesure, Francois, and Roy Howat. "Debussy, Claude." Oxford Music Online. Oxford University 
Press, n.d. Web.  18  Mar. 2013. <http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com>. 
2 "Danses Sacree Et Profane, for Chromatic Harp &  String Orchestra, L.  103  by Claude Debussy 
on AIiMusic." AI/Music. N.p .• n.d.  Web. 18 Mar. 2013. <http://www.allmusic.com>. 
3 "Debussy: Danses Sacree Et Profane." Debussy:  Danses Sacree £1 Profane.  New MIllennium 
Records, n.d. Web.  18 Mar. 2013. <http://www.newmillenniumrecords.com>. 
4 "Zortzico." o.iford Music Online. Oxford University Press, n.d. Web. 18  Mar. 2013. 
<http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com>. 
11 The second movement, Flight,  represents the flight of the lark at midday. The movement 
begins with the gradual ascent of the bird from the ground and leads into the furious swooping 
and gliding of the bird as it soars across the sky. A contrasting middle section then foHows 
depicting the floating, suspended qualities of  the lark riding the wind. The form is renewed and 
the movement climaxes with the two instruments chasing one another to the end in canon. 
The third movement, Into Darkness, represents the lark's song as the sun disappears 
beyond the horizon. The movement begins with the song of  a single lark stated by the flute, and 
then serves as an afterthought to the previous movements by presenting the previous themes at 
their original tempos superimposed over one another. The work ends peacefully and reflective 
just as it began. 
Carlos Salzedo was a famous French composer, pianist and harpist. He graduated from the Paris 
Conscrvatoirc aftcr winning the premier prix (first prize) in both piano and harp at the age of 16. 
[n  1909 he moved to New York and was given the position as principal harpist of the 
Metropolitan Opera Orchestra, conducted by Arturo Toscanini. From there Salzedo continued to 
launch his harp career as he formed first a trio and then a harp ensemble. He spent summers in 
Maine and worked with dancers Martha Graham and Vaslav Nijinsky and used the technique of 
the dance to help him develop his own style of harp techniques. He believed that everything 
about the instrument needed to be beautiful: the so lind, the look of the instrumcnt, the player and 
the technique. 
Scintilla/ion was written in 1936 shortly after Salzcdo had vacationed in Mexico. It utilizes many 
of the special techniques that Salzedo invented, sllch as brassy sounds (produced by playing with 
5 Batt, Shelley. "Carlos Salzedo." Oxford Music Online. Oxford University Press, n.d. Web.  18 
Mar. 2013. <hnp://www.oxfordmusiconline.com>. 
12 the fingernails very close to the sounding board), gushing chords, rhythmic glissandi and other 
techniques. This piece is designed to challenge a performer's technique as well as musicality. 
Salzedo wrote very specific dynamics that defy the listener's expectations and also keep the 
harpist on her toes. It is an exciting piece driven by tempo fluctuations, glissandi, dynamic 
contrasts and sudden silence. 
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